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Understanding what drives each of your top customers to behave the way they do helps you bespoke an
approach to each of these accordingly. Document and communicate this to galvanise internal and
external resources to execute your tailored strategy.

Completing an Account Plan will highlight gaps in your knowledge of your customer and allow you to
define the strategies which will maximise growth and retention.

Use the Account Planning Tool which accompanies this module as your “shop window” to demonstrate to
the rest of your own organisation and externally (the investor) if appropriate, the strategic importance of
a customer.

The Account Plan will help you to attract the support you need from your company. It also assesses how
delivery of your products or services will impact the future business your customer is likely to place with
you.
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Although your relationship with a customer might be based upon a single opportunity in the first instance, a 
wider peripheral view of your customer is required. By doing this, you can nurture that relationship for long-
term revenue growth and renewal.

Some of the different characteristics between an Account Plan and an Opportunity Review include:

Opportunity Review

Solution to specific problem
Single scope of supply
Focus on decision maker/user
Often reactive

Account Plan

Analysis of your capabilities mapped to customer’s 
requirements
Assessment of products/services that this customer could buy
Understand customer’s organisational structure
Normally proactive

Note: The opportunity review will have generated some relevant content to inform your account plan, e.g. personal 
drivers can be moved to the Account Plan
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Ensure that all existing opportunities are consistent with a customer’s buying characteristics, needs and delivery 

capabilities

Increase the likelihood of existing opportunities becoming secured orders

Secure repeat/renewal business

Identify new opportunities

Help personalise your proposition and the language you use with your customer

Evaluate the long term potential for account growth and revenue retention

Improve the collective understanding of a customer, giving internal stakeholders a readily available point of reference

Communicate the importance of the account to internal stakeholders and get buy-in to win and deliver business
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Target Key

Maintained Managed

Relationship

Po
te

nt
ia

l

Current Opportunity Bank
Secured £0
Forecast £0
Pipeline £0
Prospect £0

Annual budget/target? £0

Prior year actual £0

Is this customer in your top 10? Y/N

← From the start of the 
current financial year 
and all future

← Use your own target 
if no formal target has 
been set

Move the marker on the Account Planning Template. 

Tip: You may want to refer to “Segmenting Customers”.
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Understanding these 5 interconnected components will give you a deeper understanding of
your customer than your competitors are likely to have…

Note: these elements…

Are key to understanding your customer 
account
Are inexorably linked
Impact upon each other
Are influenced by one another
Are most powerful when used in conjunction 
simultaneously

Drivers

Proposition

Expectation Management

Decision Making

Delivery
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Drivers

Proposition

Expectation Management

Decision Making

Delivery
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When a customer commits to buy a product or service, there is always a reason why they would want or
need to buy. This component of account planning looks at getting an in-depth understanding as to what it
that is driving the customer to (potentially) buy your product or service.

Understanding the multi-dimensional drivers within a customer, and which of these play a dominant role,
will increase your ability to predict behaviours and potential outcomes. It also allows you to tailor your
proposition for that customer.

Consider:

External drivers – beyond your customer’s control (i.e. competition, economy or legislation)
Internal drivers – such as operational efficiency or meeting commercial targets
Personal drivers – the individual wants or needs of those involved in the buying process (see
“Winning Key Opportunities”)

What are your customer’s drivers and how can you incorporate these into your sales approach?
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Legislation Market Conditions Public Opinion

Competition Technology Economy
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Understanding your customer’s external drivers will help you to better communicate your proposition. 

Consider:

What market are they in?
What are the current market conditions?
Is it a mature or emerging market?
Is it a growing, stable or receding market?
What is their current position in the market?
What is their desired position in the market?
Does legislation feature significantly in their buying patterns?
Do they have to be mindful of public opinion?
What would their SWOT analysis look like when they consider their competitors?
What do they perceive to be their USP in the market?
Do they need to keep up with technology to prevent their competitors from getting ahead?

What other drivers could influence this customer’s buying process over which they have no, or very limited control?
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Internal Driver Considerations
Finance – Company Ø Will the purchases be capex or P&L?

Ø Are there any financial restrictions that may impact decision timescales?
Ø How is the customer financed?
Ø Does your product or service offer them a cost saving or growth opportunity?

Finance – Department Ø How could buying from you impact the individual performance of the budget holder?
Ø Are there factors that can restrict the budget holder from purchasing your products/services?

Customer Desires Ø Are purchases driven by customer demand?
Ø Will purchases benefit existing or attract new customers?

Strategy Ø Are purchases a strategic/tactical response to improve market position?
Ø Is your customer reacting to the success of a competitor?
Ø Will the purchase of your product or service give operational efficiencies?

Staff Ø Who will use your products or services?
Ø Do the users want to adopt your product or service?
Ø Will your product or service improve efficiency?

Suppliers Ø Is there an incumbent supplier?
Ø Has the current supplier let them down?
Ø Are there personal or historical relationships with another supplier?
Ø Are there benefits offered by another supplier?
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Consider each of the individuals that could be involved in your customer’s buying process, from the
identification of a need to buy through to signing off the budget. Then, consider what’s in it for them
personally to buy your products/services:

Some examples of Personal Drivers include:

Does the implementation of your product or service make their day job any easier harder?
Will they be required to put in additional effort to adopt your product of service?
Does your product or service make them look good? Can it improve their career?
Are they competing against others within the buying process for promotion?
What is their personal responsibility to the company (i.e. cost reduction, safety, customer satisfaction, 
etc.)?
Do they have existing relationships with your company which are beneficial for them to maintain?
How do they like to think that others perceive them (detailed, strong leader, caring, smart, sociable, etc.)?
What stage of their career are they at? Do they care?
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Contact Personal Drivers
Example Having joined [customer] directly from university, [xxx] has changed roles many times over a 15 year career within [customer]. He is one of 3 

operational leads who report directly to the Managing Director who is retiring in 18 months. He is not a company stakeholder but is measured 
(and receives a bonus) on the overall profitability of European stores. [xxx] took managerial control over European stores following a cost 
reducing consolidation of the UK, Germany and Scandinavia.

We represent an opportunity for [xxx] to:
• Be viewed as a pioneer which may increase the likelihood of him being promoted to UK general manager ahead of other operational leaders.
• Introduce cost savings to his department which will directly impact his bonus
• Improve the profitability of his division thus protecting him from possible redundancy

Other possible 
considerations:

Where is this person in his/her career? Consider age, experience and ambitions

Where does this person sit in the customer’s internal organisational structure?

Are they protective of their job, position, standing or reputation?

Do they receive a bonus on performance (i.e company/department/individual)

Does doing business with you make this person’s life either easier or more difficult?

Can you make this person look good within the customer’s organisation, or might you highlight weaknesses?

Is their pay/bonus linked to company or department performance?

Are they are shareholder?

How do they want their colleagues and managers to perceive them? Kudos?
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Drivers

Proposition

Expectation Management

Decision Making

Delivery
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Once you have an in-depth knowledge of your customers drivers, you can create a bespoke Proposition to
that customer.

Your Proposition is what your customer perceives they will receive in return for payment.

Proposition is more than just what you can offer a customer. It includes how you project your offering to
your general market and how each customer values your offering versus your price.

Consider…

What is your Proposition to your market?
What problem(s) do you solve?
Is your Proposition easy to communicate?
What are the benefits to individual customers?
Do you pass the ‘so what?’ test?
Do the benefits of your Proposition outweigh the
cost to your customers?

How will your Proposition differentiate you from others?

What makes you more compelling than your competitors?
Which buyer needs are best satisfied by your Proposition?
What are your relevant USPs?
Where do you excel?
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A Proposition is made up of three components:

Competency
(Your credentials)

Ø What credentials do you have to demonstrate you can deliver what the customer wants?
Ø Is your company regarded as a suitable supplier?

Offer
(How this benefits your customer)

Ø What can you provide better or more efficiently than the customer could do themselves?
Ø Is your company regarded as suitable to provide services to your customer?

Price
(Value you are offering)

Ø Is your price reflective of your level of competency and significance of the offer?
Ø Are you using your payment terms to make your proposition more attractive?
Ø The price implication to your customer may be more than just the absolute cost

For each component of your Proposition, consider:

What is the most important thing for your customer?
How will the customer benefit?
Is your Proposition easy to understand?
Is your Proposition different from your competition?

To ensure that your Proposition is communicated effectively…

Make it easy to understand 
Be ready for dilution & misinterpretation
Emphasise & repeat key points
Use customer ‘language’
Forge additional relationships where possible
Summarise
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Complete the second part of your Account Plan for your key 
account

Be prepared to present this Account Plan at the next meeting


